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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Coverage of DHC

At the moment there are over 12.000 DHC grids in the EU 1 , varying from very small multiplehouses systems to very large systems in densely populated cities, mainly located in Scandinavia,
Central and Eastern Europe. This segment is largely dominated by fossil fuels and, to a lesser
extent, waste heat. Coverage of district heating in the EU adds up to only 16,9% of total population
in the EU member states; the coverage of district cooling is very marginal (0,2%). The highest
coverages can be found in the former East bloc countries (with mainly old DH-systems in densely
populated cities) and Denmark (with modern technology). Though not an EU member state: the
highest coverage is to be found in Iceland: 98% of total population is connected to a central
(geothermal) heating system.

Share of renewable sources
Still 68,7% of total energy used for district heating origins, directly or indirectly, from fossil fuels.
For instance, 80% of DH in Germany is supplied by conventional combined heat and power (CHP),
76% by coal in Poland, 76% and 43% by natural gas in Italy and France respectively. Most countries
encourage the use of waste heat from CHP-plants. The share of renewable sources however (mostly
biomass installations, geothermal energy and a minor part solar energy) is limited.
Nevertheless, district heating is considered as a key technology to decarbonise the heat sector and
reduce Europe’s dependency from fossil fuels, notably thanks to its potential to use thermal
renewable sources, including geothermal. District energy creates synergies between the production
and supply of heat, cooling, domestic hot water and electricity and can be integrated with municipal
systems such as power, sanitation, sewage treatment, transport and waste. Research is necessary,
for instance on quantifying the multiple benefits of district energy in the context of various nexus
dimensions such as resource use, water, land use, and health.2

Future energy demand
Heat demand of the built environment is likely to decrease in future due to energy saving measures
in buildings, increasing efficiencies, new technologies, intelligent controls, global warming, etc. This
means that in future existing DHC-systems will deliver less energy to their customer base. Due to
global warming, better insulation of the build environment and desired higher levels of comfort it is
to be expected that there are large opportunities to expend the distribution of cooling.
In regard of the low coverage figures of DHC-availability for EU-citizens there is a need and lots of
opportunities to expand the distribution of heating and cooling in the near future.

Renewable sources

Over 25% of the EU population lives in areas directly suitable for Geothermal District Heating 3 .
Geothermal district heating is a valuable and immediate option for the alleviation of Europe’s energy
dependency. There is large potential in Central and Eastern Europe, with geoDH systems in
operation in Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, and Romania. Existing heat
networks are well developed in these countries.
The main benefits of geothermal heating and cooling are provision of local, baseload and flexible
renewable energy, diversification of the energy mix, and protection against volatile and rising fossil
fuels prices. Using geothermal resources can provide economic development opportunities for
countries in the form of taxes, royalties, technology export, and jobs.
1
2
3

Euro heat & Power COUNTRY BY COUNTRY / 2015 Survey, www.euroheat.org
http://www.unep.org/energy/portals/50177/DES_District_Energy_Report_full_02_d.pdf
Geothermal DH potential in Europe : http://geodh.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GeoDH-Report-D-2.2-final.pdf
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Geothermal energy can be installed using existing DH systems during extension or renovation,
replacing fossil fuels and the GEODH-report shows that geoDH can be developed in all 28 EU
countries.
The European solar thermal market has grown considerably between 2002 and 2008: it increased
over fourfold during that period. Since the start of the economic crisis, the market has declined by
around 25% to 2.6 GW thermal newly installed capacity in 2011 4. Solar thermal energy is still in the
very early stages of market development, as currently only about 0.3% of the heat demand in
Europe is provided by solar thermal energy.
According to the European Member States National Renewable Energy Action Plans, from 2010 the
total solar thermal capacity installed will quadruple between 2010 and 2020 and the collector area
will increase to 0,26 m2 per capita, representing a share of solar thermal heat of 1,2%. However, a
potential study commissioned by the European Solar Thermal Industry Federation (ESTIF) showed
that, by 2020, it would be feasible to reach an installed collector area three times greater, i.e., 0,56
kWth (0,8 m²) per capita.

Barriers
In 2009 the European Council made the objective for the EU to decarbonise its energy system to at
least 80% below the 1990 level by 2050, without affecting general economic growth. A number of
measures and technologies could contribute to these goals. A scenario which achieves these goals is
the Energy Efficiency scenario in the Energy Roadmap 2050 report by the European Commission.
Existing companies however find many barriers on their way like competition with other (cheaper,
mostly fossil) energy sources, high investment costs but also lack of planning and insufficient
stimulation by governments. Moreover due to rising fossil energy costs and government policies for
carbon reduction there is also a need for greening and improving the performance of existing DHCgrids.

Reducing greenhouse gasses
The development of modern (i.e., energy-efficient and climate-resilient) affordable district energy
systems in cities is one of the least-cost and most-efficient solutions for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and primary energy demand. A transition to such systems, combined with energy
efficiency measures, could contribute as much as 58% of the carbon dioxide (CO 2) emission
reductions required in the energy sector by 2050 to keep global temperature rise to within 2–3
degrees Celsius2. The saving potential of energy exchange between heating and cooling demand is
estimated at 50% and served by a DHC-grid the efficiency of green technologies might increase by
more than 10% (as being operated on area level instead of the building level).
Through economies of scale and the use of thermal storage, district energy systems are one of the
most effective means for integrating renewable energy sources into the heating and cooling sectors.
District energy also enables higher shares of renewable power production through balancing. Due to
their intermittent nature, renewable energies and their development pose a real challenge in terms
of storage5 and net balancing. For instance if a middle size town is climatized by heat pumps with a
coverage of 65 % of the buildings (20 million m 2) the DHC grid has the potential to manipulate
about 200 MW electrical power (utilizing thermal building mass, own thermal mass and storage
facilities). This is an amount comparable to 80 large windmills or 1.000.000 PV-panels.

Important DHC-markets
4

Strategic Research Priorities for Solar Thermal Technology, European Technology Platform on Renewable Heating and
Cooling; http://www.rhc-platform.org/fileadmin/Publications/Solar_Thermal_SRP_single_page.pdf
5
EESC-2015-00898-00-00-AC-TRA-en; http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.ten-opinions.34862
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Generalizing, there are three important markets in the DHC-field to distinguish:
 the mature market (mostly the Northern member states such as Finland, Sweden,
Denmark), to be served by optimizing control featuring a wide range of green technologies
resulting in better financial performance;
 the refurbishment market (mostly the older systems in the former Central European and
Eastern bloc countries), to be served by financial gains, but also to be tempted and facilitated
towards implementing green technologies and
 the expansion/refurbishment market (green fields, primarily in the Western and
Southern EU member states where coverage-level is low), to be served by a healthy business
case and promising environmental performance.

Healthy business cases
In order to create healthy business cases for a wide application of DHC-systems it is a necessity to
switch to ground-breaking innovative strategies. Key words are improved efficiency, large scale
storage and energy-exchange driven by highly intelligent operating systems.
The Canvas Model is the most general business model for DHC-enterprises, especially for companies
based on geothermal DHC. The model consists of 9 so called building blocks (Customer Segments,
Value Proposition, Channels, Customer Relationship, Revenue Streams, Key Resources, Key
Activities, Key Partnerships and Cost Structure).
An extended business model for optimisation of energy consumption, increasing value for the
customer and improve the economic logic is known as ESCO. The ESCO business model is based on
an energy saving principle where a part of the payment consists of the savings and their relatively
value. Generally, there are three frequently used financing models:
 public investment undertaken by the local or regional authority, mainly developed in Austria,
Germany, and Denmark;
• private sector investment which in turn is granted the opportunity to sell the heat directly to the
grid-connected subscribers over long duration (20 to 30 years contracts), today used in France
and the UK, among others;
• a ‘mixed’ solution, which entails the creation of companies dedicated to the development with
capital investment shared by both public and private entities, gaining popularity in several
European countries.
In general, there are two basic types of heating markets, regulated and deregulated, which use the
cost-plus method and the marginal-cost method for heat pricing respectively. For the cost-plus
method, the heat price is calculated as the sum of the allowed cost which has to be recovered, and
the reasonable proﬁt to be earned by the DHC enterprises; while for the marginal cost, the price is
calculated as the cost of a one-unit increase in DHC generation.
It is important to realize that the financial results (the business model) depend on the method of
technical structure of the system and the energetic performance that it follows. In other words: the
technical installation (T) drives the energetic performance (E) of the system, which together drive
the financial performance (F).
A sound business case is successful is the balance between revenues and costs stays at the positive
side. The following parameters are very important:
 Revenues, such as standing charge (based on the capacity of the connection), income out of
energy sales (for warming, cooling, tap water, electricity) and possible grants or other public
contributions
 Costs, such as depreciation of fixed assets, purchases (of fuel, waste heat, electricity),
production costs (of heat, cold, electricity, emissions), costs for buffering, distribution costs
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(pumping costs but also distribution losses) and overhead (management & organisation, finance
& accounting, sales & marketing and research & development)

Control Strategies
The traditional energy company is characterised by the triptych: production, transport and customer
sales. The technical installation, together with the energy production and -sales, shall determine the
financial result. The efficiency of production and transport is a determining factor: how much of the
generated energy is actually delivered to the customers?
There are 5 important control strategies to be determined, such as there are: technical based
strategies (controlling temperature, pressure, flow), financial based strategies and environmentalbased control strategies. All control strategies may be applicable to the known DHC-systems.
Due to the continuity of the enterprise the most important control strategy for DHC-networks will
mainly be financial driven.
With the rising of environmental awareness the pressure to minimize the use of fossil fuels is
increasing. That is why an environmental or energy driven control strategy may be enhanced to the
financial driven control strategy.
For further information: see Annex I chapter 2.7.5.5.

Future DHC-systems
To improve efficiency of existing DHC systems the following measures could be taken:
 Introducing peak-shaving/valley-filling by:
o Influencing energy-behaviour of buildings,
o Implementing storage-capacity and
o transforming the building stock for low temperature heating and high temperature
cooling.
 Implementing other energy sources to the system (such as waste heat, biomass installations,
solar energy etc.) and coupling other clusters to existing grids will help to improve occupancy
rate. Furthermore reducing energy losses by implementing better insulation or lowering
distribution temperatures is an option.
For the expansion or refurbishment of existing DHC systems, new systems can be introduced to
exchange energy (heat and cold), where the returning energy flow of a building is made usable for
other customers. Switching to lower distribution temperatures and making more buildings suitable
for low temperature heating and cooling will decrease energy losses during distribution and will
provide a larger share on passive energy supply. Solar-powered heat pumps at customer’s level will
not only take care for higher temperatures when needed (domestic hot water for instance) but also
for regulating the returning flow to a reusable level. By implementing storage-capacity in critical
areas of the territory, coupled with predictions on future energy demands, time and intelligence are
introduced to the DHC system. And last but not least: make the new or renovated optimal insulated
DHC systems suitable for implementation of multiple green and hybrid solutions.

Intelligent controlling
Both existing as well as newly developed or renovated DHC systems need intelligent controlling; the
STORM controller will play an important role in the future development of district heating and
cooling in the European Union.
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GLOSSARY / LIST OF ACRONYMS
ACRONYM
STORM
ICT
DHC
networks
OECD
Countries
IEA
CC
CHP
DH
DC
EE
ETS
ESD
RES
PEF
TPES
geoDH

DEFINITION
Self-organising Thermal Operational Resource Management
Information and Communication Technologies
District Heating and Cooling Networks
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
International Energy Agency
Climate Change
Combined Heat and Power
District Heating
District Cooling
Energy Efficiency
Emission Trading System of the EU
Effort Sharing Decision
Renewable Energy Sources
Primary Energy Factor
Total Primary Energy Source
Geothermal district heating
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report describes, as Deliverable 1.1, the Inventory of DHC networks and main characteristics in
relation to STORM. STORM is the acronym for: Self organising Thermal Operational Resource
Management and focusses on the development, demonstration and deployment of an advanced selflearning controller for district heating and cooling (DHC) networks. It addresses the area on
“Develop optimisation, control, metering, planning and modelling tools” of the H2020 call EE 13
2014-2 RIA “Technology for district heating and cooling” in the work program on secure, clean and
efficient energy. In the STORM project an intelligent controller based on self-learning algoritms for
district heating and cooling networks is developed, demonstrated and replicated.
In this task a classification will be made of DHC-networks and their control in operation. Aim is to
gather characteristics of these networks in relation to the development of the new controller. First
these data will be used to get insight on the applicability of the controller. Secondly, this task will
reveal which features will help to serve the network operators in their needs.
To reach these goal, a survey of DHC-networks is carried out for the European Community as a
whole and to a number of countries in specific.
Based on the results of this survey, the networks will be classified in a limited number of types.
After this, for every type an analysis will be
performed on which control strategy (e.g. peak
shaving, cell balancing, and market interaction) is
applicable.
In the European Union, 45% of the final energy
consumption is used for heating, compared with
only 20% used for electricity, 26% for transport
and 9% for ‘non-energy use’ (IEA, 2010).
Buildings account for 40% of the final energy
consumption out of which 68% of their total
energy is used for space heating and 14% for
domestic hot water. The energy mix used to
generate heat is largely based on fossil fuels, with
gas and oil accounting for about 51% and 25%
respectively in the OECD Countries (IEA, 2011).

Graph 1 : shares of Energy Consumption in the
European Union (IEA 2011)

1.1 PLAN OF APPROACH
1.1.1 Two-pronged approach
To get a good picture of the European market of DHC-networks a two-pronged approach was
chosen:
1. a desk study was conducted in which a large number of existing information, scientific studies
and literature was consulted. Especially the database of the Halmstad University as well as the
'Country by Country*2015 survey' have been used as important sources of information.
2. In-depth interviews with energy companies in several countries throughout Europe were carried
out in order to get insight in their business cases, the economic and environmental drivers and
last but not least the technical challenges that they are facing. In this part of the study
companies were visited and consulted in Sweden (Växjö Energi, Karlshamn Energi), Poland
(Krakow, Miejskie Przedsiębiorstwo Energetyki Cieplnej (MPEC S.A.), Czech Republic (Pražská
teplárenská), and the Netherlands (Mijnwater BV, Smart thermal grid 'Thermosae' Maastricht,
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Smart thermal Grid TU Delft, Smart thermal grid 'B3 Hoek'). Along with desk research
connections were made with Associazione Italiana Riscaldamento Urbano (AIRU) in order to get
information on DHC in Italy.
The individual research reports (desk study to European DHC networks and the studies on the
various energy companies) are added as annexes I to VI to this main report. In this main report
information and conclusions out of the separate investigations is used. As far as this information is
not included in this report, reference is made to the specific additional annexes.

1.1.2 Reading guide:
Chapter 2 contains general information on Europe such as demographics, climate conditions, and
cultural aspects.
In chapter 3 the investigation is further developed and, among other things, the desk study as well
as the individual investigations in the various energy companies.
In chapter 4 the classification on DHC networks is displayed and special attention is payed to
commonly applied business-models and control strategies.
Chapter 5 is reserved for conclusions.
The relations to other work packages within the STORM project is explained in chapter 6.
Chapter 7 gives an oversight of the consulted websites and literature; chapter 8 is reserved for the
annexes to this report.
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2 CONTEXT
2.1 DEMOGRAPHICS
Figures for the population of Europe vary according to which definition of European boundaries is
used. The population within the standard physical geographical boundaries was over 726 million 6
according to the United Nations. The precise figure depends on the exact definition of the geographic
extent of Europe (see annex 3).
The average population density in all
European regions is estimated on
55,9 persons per km2 with the
highest rate in Monaco (18.000) and
the lowest in Greenland (0.026).
Figure 1 gives an overview of the
population density in Europe7
The population of the EU-member
states is 507,8 million with an
average population density of 115,7.
Non-EU countries situated in Europe
in their entirety account for another
218 million people and an average
population
density
of
25,4
persons/km2.
As it stands now, around 12% of the
world population lives on this
Figure 1: Population density Europe
continent, but if demographic trends
keep their pace, the share of Europe may reduce to around 7% in 2050. Declining birth rates
(particularly in Germany) and a high life expectancy in most European states means that the aging
and declining population will be a problem for many European economies, political and social
institutions.
Countries on the edges of Europe, except for southern Europe, have generally stronger growth than
Central European counterparts. Albania and Ireland have strong growth, hitting over 1% annually.
Perhaps mirroring its declining population growth, European countries tend to have older
populations overall. European countries had nine of the top ten highest median ages in national
populations in 2005. Only Japan had an older population. The Ageing of Europe, also known as the
greying of Europe, is a demographic phenomenon in Europe characterised by a decrease in fertility,
an increase in mortality rate, and a higher life expectancy among European populations.

2.2 CLIMATE CONDITIONS
In Europe there are four major climate zones to be determined:

6
7

World Population Prospects; UN-Department of Economic and Social Affairs; April 17th 2015
Eurostat Statistical; http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistical-atlas/gis/viewer/
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Figure 2 : European climate zones

1.
The
Marine
West
Coast (MWC): a mid-latitude
climate
that
experiences
variable weather patterns and
seasonal changes found along
western coast lines between
the latitudes 30 North and
South and 60 North and South
2.
Mediterranean (M): a
mid-latitude that experiences
variable weather patterns and
seasonal changes found along
the Mediterranean Sea and
Coastal mid latitude area with
similar climate and vegetation
3.
Humid
Continental
(HC):
a
mid-latitude that
experiences variable weather
patterns and seasonal changes
found in northerly continental
or inland locations
4.
Subarctic (SA): a high
latitude climate that lies south

of the arctic circle where freezing temperatures are common.
In this review the Member States are divided into the above mentioned climate zones. Because of
their location some countries are assigned to multiple different climate zones (see 8.10 annex 4).
The need for heating and/or cooling energy is
expressed in Heating Degree Days (HDD)
respectively Cooling Degree Days (CDD). For
each country and weather station within these
countries the number of HDD and CDD can be
found. 8 These parameters are common used
indicators for the heating and cooling demand
of buildings, however should be noted that the
inaccuracy increases when buildings get better
insulated.
The average HDD and CDD for the specific
member states could be found from
http://www.degreedays.net9 at a base
Graph 2 : HDD and CDD per climate zone
temperature of 18,3°C. Note these figures are
averages for the specific countries and may
locally vary depending on the geographic location.
While the gathered information gives enough and decent indication which countries and climate
zones have a higher synergy for heating systems, there is a decreasing trend due to climate change.
A greater effect on the future energy needs however can be expected from better insulation of the
built environment. Not only the heat demands will drop but also the demand for cooling will rise.
8
9

http://www.degreedays.net
Source: www.degreedays.net
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What effects this will have on the current energy market is still unclear; this trends however should
be taken in account for future exploitation.
For further information on climate conditions please see Annex I Desk study on DHC grids.

2.3 SOCIAL-CULTURAL ASPECTS
Since the Renaissance, Europe has had a dominating influence in culture, economics and social
movements in the world. European demography is important not only historically, but also in
understanding current international relations and population issues.
Some current and past issues in European demography have included religious emigration, ethnic
relations, economic immigration, a declining birth rate and an aging population.
A competing view excludes from the definition of Eastern Europe states historically and culturally
different, constituting part of the so-called Western world. This could potentially refer to various
formerly Communist countries of Central Europe and the Baltic states which have different political,
religious, cultural, and economic histories from their eastern neighbours e.g. Russia and Ukraine.
As in the Western-oriented countries privatisation is considered as normal practice, that was not the
case in the former Eastern bloc countries. Traditionally we find here collective facilities on large
scale, especially in the densely populated large cities. Especially the central heating systems are
characterised by a high degree of coverage but have now reached a high technical lifetime. As an
energy source primarily fossil fuels such as coal, gas and oil are used.
The currently 28 EU Member States have also important responsibilities in EU energy policies.
Member States can decide on a national level on their preferred energy mix. In practice, depending
on geological and geographical circumstances as well as on national policy preferences, this has led
to substantial differences. For instance, whereas France is traditionally for a predominant part of its
electricity supply dependent on nuclear energy, in Germany recently – following the Fukuyama
nuclear disaster - a national ‘Atomausstieg’ has been decided on. Similarly, whereas the
Netherlands, with its large domestic gas reserves, has a relatively gas-intensive energy mix, Poland
has built its electricity supply to a large extent on its domestic coal. Also, for security of supply in a
future low-carbon economy it should be carefully checked if a shift towards renewable energy is not
introducing new dependencies on other countries – for instance related to high-volume biomass
imports or to imports of rare raw materials for high-tech renewables applications.10
In general the EU economic system is increasingly failing to deliver a satisfactory growth
performance. The EU’s growth problem is a symptom of an economy stuck in a system of mass
production, large firms, existing technology and long-term employment patterns that is no longer
suitable in today’s world characterised by rapid technological change and strong global
competition 11 . The report insisted that Europe needs to undertake massive economic and social
reforms in order to develop an innovation-based economy, focused on R&D, technology and human
capital. It concluded that growth must become Europe’s number one economic priority – not only in
the declarations of its leaders but above all in their actions.

10

2015 EU energy governance for the future
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/nl/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2015)518776
11
Report An Agenda for a Growing Europe Sapir e.a. (2003);
http://bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/imported/publications/pc_sept2005_socialmod.pdf
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Some of the European welfare states have been described as the most well developed and
extensive. It is a common argument to say that there exists a unique "European social model", in
contrast with the social model existing in the US. The truth is that the reality is more complex.
Economists have agreed that there exist different social models in the EU 12.
Although each European country has its own singularities, one can distinguish four different welfare
or social models in Europe13,14:
 The Nordic model, such as in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands.
 The Continental model, such as in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and Luxembourg.
 The Anglosaxon model, such as in Ireland and the United Kingdom.
 The Mediterranean model, such as in Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain.

Table 1 : The four European models : a typology

Table 1 provides the results of the typology exercise in terms of efficiency and equity for the four
country groupings15. It will be clear that in countries with the highest efficiency and highest income
per capita, the possibilities to develop and deploy new energy systems will be the largest.

2.4 FINANCIAL ASPECTS
Energy infrastructure is typically financed by the market and through tariffs paid by the users of the
networks. Only a small number of infrastructure projects in Europe will need grants under the
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) to go ahead. These are projects which are not commercially viable,
but are necessary because of the externalities they provide: security of supply, solidarity or
technological innovation. Many other projects could make use of other financing methods that
provide more leverage than the grants/direct financial aid. This is the case for the financial
instruments which are part of the CEF but more so for the European Fund for Strategic Investments
(EFSI) which will be a very important instrument complementing the CEF in order to finance energy

12

Income and living conditions in Europe ISBN 978-92-79-16351-7 European Union 2010
Sapir, A. (2005): Globalisation and the Reform of European Social Models, Bruegel, Bruselas.
14
Boeri, T. (2002): Let Social Policy Models Compete and Europe Will Win, conference in the John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University, 11–12 April 2002
15
Sapir, A. (2005): Globalisation and the Reform of European Social Models, Bruegel, Bruselas
13
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infrastructure projects in Europe. It will help where financing for projects is not available from other
sources on reasonable terms accepting a higher risk profile.16

Graph 3 : Total direct interventions, external costs and wholesale cost of
energy in 2012 (in billion €2012)

From an energy perspective, meeting the 2030 40% emission reduction target will result in less
consumption of fossil fuels. This, in turn, will reduce the vulnerability of our economy to fuel
insecurity and high costs of imported fuel. The estimated fuel savings amount to at least € 18 billion
in the next two decades17. Furthermore the costs of a low carbon transition do not differ
substantially from the costs that will be incurred in any event due to the need to renew an ageing
energy system. From the environmental perspective, meeting the target will also reduce air
pollution.
In 2012, the total value of public interventions in energy (excluding transport) in the EU-28 is €2012
122 billion. This figure is composed of the value of public interventions in 2012 of € 2012 113 billion
and a central estimate of direct historic support of € 2012 9 billion (direct historic support is between
€2012 3 and 15 billion). The direct historic support still has a direct effect today. The energy mix as it
exists now has associated external costs of €2012 200 billion, with a range of €2012 150-310 billion. To
put these numbers into context: the total cost of this energy would be around € 2012 500 billion,
based on wholesale/spot prices. The cost to consumers would be even higher than this because
retail prices are higher than wholesale prices. Interventions to support renewable energy sources
have the highest value (€2012 41 billion). Support for energy demand is significant (€ 2012 27 billion).
Support to energy efficiency is €2012 9 billion.18
The levelled cost of heat ranges from 20 €2012/MWh for industrial gas boilers to 150 € 2012/MWh for
heat pumps and wood pellet boilers in certain climate regions 19. In general, the cost of natural-gas
16
17
18

Energy Union Factsheet, Brussels, 25 February 2015
2030 climate and energy framework impact assessment, p.78, table 14

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/ECOFYS%202014%20Subsidies%20and%20costs%20of%20EU%20
energy_11_Nov.pdf
19
Subsidies and costs of EU energy;
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/ECOFYS%202014%20Subsidies%20and%20costs%20of%20EU%20
energy_11_Nov.pdf
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based technology is largely driven by the cost of fuel, while for technologies running on other fuels
(heat pumps, biomass boilers), capital expenditures play a larger role.
Electricity and heat technologies are part of the energy system. Transmission and distribution
infrastructure is needed to deliver electricity and gas. Total annual expenditures (capital and
operation & maintenance together) for the electricity transmission system across the EU28 are
around €2012 20 billion. Total annual expenditures (capital and operation & maintenance) for the gas
transmission network are of the order of € 2012 15 billion in 2012. There were more data gaps in the
reported expenditures for the gas transmission network.
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3 INVESTIGATION ON DHC-NETWORKS AND MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
IN RELATION TO

STORM

Figure 3: map of the HUDHC database, source Halmstad University
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3.1 DESK STUDY ANNEX I
To get a good picture of the number of DHC grids in Europe a desk study is executed. Within this
study a large amount of Web-based information is collected and interpreted and, in addition, an
analysis is made of the Euro heat & Power 'Country by country 2015 survey’.
In this particular survey information was gathered out of 20 of the 28 European Union member
states. Unfortunately in this report information was not available from Belgium, Cyprus, Greece,
Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal and Spain. Above that additional information about Belarus,
Iceland, Kosovo, Norway, Serbia and Switzerland could be found. Given the fact that these countries
do not belong to the EU, this particular information is not used in the inventory.
The findings have been incorporated into Annex I to this report.

3.1.1 DHC networks in the EU member states
There are over 12.000 20 DHC networks in Europe; from the larger ones to very small multiple
houses systems. The majority of these systems are for district heating.
The highest density in these systems can be found in de Central and Eastern EU member states.
These systems are characterized by a high density in densely populated cities and technically
advanced age; relatively high energy loss and a need for renovation. In the northern member
states, such as Finland, Sweden, and Denmark the coverage of DHC systems is also very high but
with modern, up to date systems. Denmark is a good example with a coverage of over 63% of all
inhabitants in the country. Especially the Western and Southern oriented countries in the EU are
very meagre equipped with collective energy systems.

3.1.2 Energy demand in the EU
3.1.2.1 Heating demands
Existing DH systems in EU member states
support about 1.509 PJ/y heating energy to
approximately 71,3 million people (16,9% of
total population) 21 . 59% was distributed for
residential use; 12% to industries and the
residual 29% for services and other usage.
The existing district heat suppliers cover only
part of the heat demand in the cities they serve.
EU28 cities with at least one system host a total
population of approximately 141 million
residents, thus indicating that more district heat
could be delivered in the future by expanding
existing systems. Additionally, about 57% of the
total EU28 population lives in NUTS3 regions
that have at least one district heating system.

20
21

Graph 4 : heat distribution to consumption target

Source: Country by country 2015 survey, Euro heat & Power
Source: ‘Country by country 2015 survey’, Euro heat & Power
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When interpreting these trends future developments in building insulation must be taken into
account which result in the consumption of less and less energy for heating due to new construction

Graph 5 : Total heat demand (blue) versus total DH sales (red) in EU member states ; source
Country by country survey, Euro heat & Power

and renovations in the built environment.

3.1.2.2 Cooling demands
District Cooling sales add up to approximately 8,9 PJ/y (0,2%), while a total demand of
approximately 4.932 PJ/y could be expected (2.016 PJ/y for the service sector and 2.916 PJ/y for
the residential sector).22
The estimation of potential cooling demand in Europe was carried out by using the specific cooling
demands, cooling index and building areas for residential and service buildings. The total potential
for each country has been calculated by multiplying the extrapolated specific demand with the total
building stock areas of the countries.
The rise in cooling demands is attributable to rising ambient temperatures, greater comfort
expectations, the perception that cooling contributes to higher productivity, and the increase in
internal loads of electronic equipment. In existing district cooling systems, 40 to 60% of the cooling
demands are process related with a climate independent base load of 15%. In the USA, Japan and
the Middle East around 80% of commercial buildings use cooling devices. While this share is lower in
Europe a rise to 60% is expected by 2020.
District cooling is not yet very developed in Europe. Very little data on the subject are also known.
However indisputable there will be an emerging market for district cooling. Not only because of
rising temperatures caused by climate change and heat islands in cities, but also due to higher
building insulation the demand for cooling will increase.
22

DHC+ Technology Platform; a vision towards 2020-2030-2050; http://www.dhcplus.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2012/02/vision-dhc.pdf
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In regard to the current low coverage of district cooling, it can be concluded that the current
systems are not equipped to meet future demands.

3.1.3 Coverage of DHC systems in the EU
In the EU countries that are in the ‘Country by Country survey’ approximately 71,3 million
inhabitants (out of 421,5 = 16,9%) are served by district heating systems. In graph 6 the coveragepercentages are given for the different countries.
Though not an EU-member state, the highest % in coverage on DH can be found in Iceland (92%).
Latvia and Denmark have the highest % in coverage on DH of the EU (65% and 63%).
What is striking that, while the northern and Eastern oriented countries, such as to expect, have the
highest coverage ratios, the Western-oriented countries in particular possess the lowest scores on
this subject (see graph 7).

Graph 6 : percentage of citizens served with DH

Graph 7 : coverage on DH per region

12 out of 20 countries in the 'country by country'-investigation have indicated to have also District
Cooling systems. Unfortunately reliable data on capacity and energy sales of district cooling are not
or hardly known. The coverage of district cooling can be derived only from reviews of the annual sell
compared to the expected total cooling requirement 23 (probably only 0,2%). Unfortunately there are
currently insufficient data known to produce an overview by country.

3.1.3.1 Geothermal energy potential

23

Source: ‘Country by Country survey’, Euro heat & power
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There are ca. 240 geothermal district heating plants (including cogeneration systems) in Europe
representing a total installed capacity of more than 4.3 GWth and a production of 4250 GWh or
ca.370 ktoe. More than 180 geothermal DH plants are located in the European Union. The total
installed capacity in the EU-28 now amounts to around 1.1 GWth24.

Graph 8 : Geothermal DH capacity installed in Europe, per country in 2013
(MWth). Source: EGEC Geothermal Market Report 2013/ 2014.

Based on Europe’s geothermal potential, geothermal energy could contribute much more
significantly to the decarbonisation of the DH sector. A considerable expansion of the district heating
sector is expected in the EU28 until 2050. Around 25% of the EU population are located in regions
with hot sedimentary aquifers or other types of potential reservoirs, so are suitable for geothermal
heating and cooling exploitation.

3.1.3.2 Solar DH
Solar district heating (SDH) plants are a very large scale application of the solar thermal technology.
These plants are integrated into local district heating networks for both residential and industrial
use. During warmer periods they can totally replace other sources, usually fossil fuels, used for heat
supply. Thanks to the developments in large scale thermal storage it is now also possible to store
heat in summer for winter use. Solar thermal can also meet a share of the heating demand during
the winter.
About one third of the daily summer load can be supplied without heat storage; at higher solar
fractions, heat storage must be applied. The storage size is depending on the solar fraction. For
100% solar summer load, the storage volume should be about 0,1 m³ per m² solar collector 25 .
Currently there are many plants in operation in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Austria.

3.1.4 Environmental aspects

24

GeoDH : Geothermal DH potential in Europe ;
http://geodh.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GeoDH-Report-D-2.2-final.pdf
25
Implementation
of
multiple
solar
heating
systems
into
existing
heat
distribution
networks;
http://www.svenskfjarrvarme.se/Global/Rapporter%20och%20dokument%20INTE%20Fj%C3%A4rrsyn/Ovriga_rapporter/En
ergitillforsel_och_Produktion/Implemention_of_multiple_solar_heating_system_FVF011233.pdf
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Table 2 : energy production for DH by original source

68,5% of total energy
production
for
district
heating or cooling origins
-directly or indirectlyfrom fossil fuels, leading
to high CO2-emissions.
From only 20 out of 28
EU member states data
on energy-use is known.
The energy production for
district heating purposes
in these 20 EU member-

states amounts to a total of 2.131 PJ/y.
Compared to the amount of energy sold (1.509 PJ/y) this would mean 29.2% of energy-loss during
production, transportation and non-accounted consumption! However, exact figures are not known
since they were not requested in the ‘Country by country survey’.
Most countries promote the use of waste heat from CHP-plants. If EU member states really want to
make a step forward in sustainability, the use of renewable sources as a replacement for fossil fuels
has to be better supported.

3.1.5 Important markets for DHC-grids
District Heating in Europe varies from mature markets to relatively new markets with high potential
for future growth. In general, the Nordic markets are considered to be the most mature with modern
energy infrastructure increasingly making use of renewable energy sources. The Central and Eastern
European markets are also well established with high market share but equally high need for
renovation. Finally, the Western European markets, where District Heating has been historically less
present, register the strongest growth each year and have the biggest potential for future
development.
For the development of the controller there are 3 markets to be distinguished:

3.1.5.1 Mature markets
In Finland, Sweden and Denmark District Heating is well established with modern infrastructure and
high market share. Business models differ from the liberalised market of Finland with no specific
regulations for District Heating, to Denmark with the Heat Supply Act which includes the not-forprofit principle that governs the way in which District Heating utilities operate.
District Heating continues to grow in all Nordic markets with new customer connections helping to
generate even higher sales turnover year-on-year. A growing trench length of modern pre-insulated
pipes is accompanied by an increased use of already significant renewable energy sources for
District Heating generation including increased use of large-scale heat pumps and industrial surplus
heat in Sweden and Finland.
Despite an already high market share and saturation in some of the biggest cities, coupled with the
expected decrease in heat demand stemming from insulation and better temperature control
equipment, there still exists a potential for the expansion of District Heating in the region. For
Sweden this potential is estimated at 4 TWh by 2020 and 8 TWh by 2030 according to the Swedish
Energy Agency. In this context also can be referred to the Roadmap 2050 of the EU.
As District Heating has a long tradition in the Nordic countries with technical know-how shared
among many well-established consultancies, contractors and component suppliers operating
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globally, the transition towards low-temperature 4th generation District Heating is already
underway, which allows to remain optimistic about the future prospects for the sector.
The attention for this market will focus primary on efficiency improvements and less on expansion or
renovation.

3.1.5.2 Refurbishment markets
District Heating in Central and Eastern Europe has a tradition dating back to the communist era
which saw a significant development of its infrastructure leading to a very high market share in
urban areas today. However, this also means that there is a need for renovation of old networks
with new pre-insulated pipes. As district heat is still predominantly generated from fossil fuels, there
is an increasing tendency to replace them with renewable energy solutions in accordance with EU
climate and energy objectives. A reduction of the heat demand resulting from thermal insulation of
buildings poses another challenge for the development of the sector.
Despite all these challenges, District Heating networks continue to register growth measured in the
pipeline trench length with new customer connections in Poland and the Czech Republic, the biggest
markets in the region. In both countries air pollution standards foster technological change as coalfired heat-only boilers are being replaced with cogeneration plants, often biomass fired, helping to
increase the use of renewables in the fuel mix. The evolution towards low-temperature District
Heating currently underway is expected to limit heat losses in distribution networks and further
stimulate the uptake of renewable energy sources. Both countries will also see the development of
Waste-to-Energy plants in the coming years, providing sustainable heat in the biggest cities.
Given the challenges ahead of the sector in the region, maintaining a competitive price of District
Heating will remain key for its future market share as customer disconnections are already heavily
affecting some of the markets in the region, notably Romania and Slovakia.
It will not be easy to create healthy business cases, partly because of the low GDP in these countries
and the competition with low priced other energy sources such as coal, oil and gas.

3.1.5.3 Expansion and new refurbishment market
The Western European markets have traditionally been dominated by individual boilers. Yet, as
governments begin to recognise the benefits of District Heating for primary energy savings and the
environment, District Heating plays an increasingly important role with its market share steadily
growing each year. The new legislative framework, such as the Heat Act in the Netherlands
published in 2014 or the Heat Strategy published by the UK Government in 2013, together with
incentives for District Heating, such as the Heat Fund in France, will set the pace for the future
development of the sector.
However, the growth of the sector will also depend on the future price of gas, which remains the
main alternative heating solution in countries from the region. Moreover, the lack of awareness
among policymakers about the positive contribution of District Heating to the energy transition will
probably remain the biggest obstacle to overcome. In all markets with no national legislative
framework for District Heating, the future growth will also depend on the successful implementation
of the European legislation, in particular the Energy Efficiency Directive. As the District Heating
networks develop, the new capacity added into the system is likely to make increasing use of
renewable energy sources, as already observed in Italy and France. The strong growth in installed
capacity, sales, turnover and trench length in the past few years coupled with high density of heat
demand that can be met with sustainable energy sources, allows remaining optimistic about the
future prospects of District Heating in the region.
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3.1.6 Legislative framework
In the European Union legislative framework is not always in support of the development of DHC
systems, due to the fact that in most countries the energy-companies are privatized and have
difficulty to establish healthy business cases. Above that, generally spoken, there is a lack of
adequate rules and/or financial support.
Also in the development of geoDH a persisting number of barriers are perceived to be detrimental to
any further market development. Closed markets to new entrants (e.g. in Slovenia), poor regional
and local planning, long and burdensome administrative procedures (e.g. in Italy, Slovenia, and
Hungary), serious regulatory gaps such as a lack of dedicated licencing system for deep geothermal
and unregulated right to use the geothermal resources (e.g. in Ireland , UK, and Czech Republic) are
some examples of these barriers. Furthermore lack of support (e.g. in Ireland, Poland and Slovakia),
and lack of a level-playing field where gas prices are regulated and connection to the gas grid is
sometimes mandatory (e.g. in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Poland, Hungary and the
Netherlands) is encountered.
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3.2

INTERVIEWS ANNEX

II-VI

In the following chapters the conclusions are given of the in-depth interviews and researches that
were executed in Sweden (Swedish District Heating Association, Karlshamn Energi, Växjö Energi and
NODA Intelligent systems), Czech Republic (District heating company Pražská teplárenská, Prague),
Poland (District heating company Miejskie Przedsiębiorstwo Energetyki Cieplnej), Italy (Associazione
Italiana riscaldamento urbano –AIRU-) and The Netherlands (Energy department of the province of
Limburg, Mijnwater B.V., Thermosae Maastricht, Smart Grid TU Delft and Smart Thermal Grid B3hoek).
For further detailed information regarding the various studies please consult the separate Annexes.
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3.2.1 Sweden (see Annex II to this report)
The Kingdom of Sweden is the fourth-largest country in the European Union with an area of 450 295
km² and has a population which passed the 9.5 million mark in 2012. Sweden has a low population
density with 21 inhabitants per km², as the majority lives in Southern Sweden, Öresund Region,
along the western coast to central Bohuslän, in the valley of Lake Mälaren and the capital city of
Stockholm. Around 65% of Sweden's total land area is covered by forests and sparsely populated,
with 15% of the territory being located north of the Arctic Circle .
The population in Sweden is expected to grow from 9 to 12 million inhabitants in 2050. At the same
time more people will live in cities (urbanization).
In this research several interviews were held in June 2015. One interview was held with Ulrika
Jardfelt of the Swedish District Heating Association. There were two interviews held with DHC
companies: Karlshamn Energi (Ken Sellén, business manager heath and cold) and Växjö Energi
(Magnus Fransson and Bjorn Wolgast). The fourth interview was with Christian Johansson of NODA
Intelligent systems. These interviews have been incorporated in this report. In addition, literature is
used in a desk research.
The Swedish District Heating Association did a research in which a few important trends can be
pointed out for the future for district heating systems:
 More energy efficiency in buildings
 More individual production
 Combined solutions (collective and individual)
Due to these trends and also the warmer climate due to climate change, the total demand for
district heating is expected to decrease in the near future. This is a big change because the business
of district heating systems has been expanding since the 50’s.
But DHC companies are looking at different solutions to keep a sound business case in future.
First, companies are introducing energy management devices which that will make the energy
production and distribution more energy efficient and will reduce cost. Peek shaving is an important
issue with the companies. This can be done by energy management: balancing supply and demand
and accumulation of heat and cold. As a result less fossil fuels or (expensive bio oil) is needed.
Weather forecast and on the long term energy prices are important input for the controller.
Secondly, DHC companies, together with their customers, are looking how to make their heating
system in the building more efficient, and how user behaviour can be adapted to become more
energy efficient. As a result there will be lower return temperatures, and with the same flow the
company can take more customers. Insight of the energy profile of the customer or building is
needed to optimize this.
Another way of making district heating districts more energy and cost efficient is by exchanging
energy between different heating districts and also allows buildings to deliver waste heat to the
district heating network, or making exchange of heat and cold possible between customers. On a
small scale this is already becoming more and more important in Sweden.
Also lowering the temperatures in DH grids will become more important in future to make heat
exchange from buildings possible and to reduce energy losses in the grids. This makes it also
possible to have more customers with the same amount of produced energy.
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With a smart energy management system problems in the grid can be solved more automatically
and less manual. This offers a more secure supply in the grid.
In future more and more hybrid solutions will be used as energy source in the grid. Also decentral
solutions like heat pumps in buildings combined with the DHC grid, but also other solutions. The
STORM-controller must balance these different energy suppliers.
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3.2.2 Czech Republic Annex III
The Czech Republic is situated in Central Europe, neighbouring the Federal Republic of Germany,
Austria, the Slovak Republic and Poland. The population is some 10.47 million and the surface
area is 78 864 km2. The city of Prague has 1.259.079 (2015) inhabitants and the metropolitan
area has 2.156.097 (2015) inhabitants. Prague is divided into 22 administrative districts and 57
municipal districts. The entire urban area covers 496m². The population density is 2.535 – 6.565
inhabitants per km². There are 579.509 households, 63.601 family houses, 32.986 apartment
buildings and 3.353 other buildings.
In this report an overview is given of the energy situation in the Czech republic and there is an in
depth desk research done about the District heating company Pražská teplárenská in Prague. This
study is added as annex III to the main report.
In 2011 almost 1.4 million households were connected to District Heating which represented 38.1%
of all households in the Czech Republic. District Heating systems are operated in all of the 21
biggest cities with a population over 50.000 inhabitants. In these urban areas, District Heating
reached a market share of 73%. The total number of households connected to District Heating has
been moderately yet steadily growing over the past five years, even though disconnections are also
observed in several areas with higher heat price.
The primary energy sources used are nearly entirely fossil fuels, with the very limited exception of
biomass. About 67% of the heat supplied was produced by burning coal and coal products, while
natural gas accounted for 26% of the heat supplied through DH systems in 2011. (EHP, 2013).
The main competitor for District Heating in the heating market is the direct use of natural gas in
individual boilers and heat pumps. District Heating and natural gas have currently comparable
market shares and together comprise over three quarters of heat market in terms of number of
households served. Electricity is becoming more used, especially heat pumps, even though available
statistics do not specifically cover heat pumps (they are surveyed under electric heating most of the
time). Biomass boilers are also becoming increasingly popular in the Czech Republic. On the other
hand, there are still more than 500,000 domestic boilers (or even stoves) mostly in the countryside
using coal as heating source. Consumers are increasingly been disconnecting from the district
heating network and switching to individual gas boilers or heat pumps.
The basic priorities in the State Energy Policy are to strive for independence from foreign energy
sources, to maximise the safety of energy sources, including nuclear, and to promote sustainable
development. Current Czech policy envisages that, by 2040, 50-60% of net electricity consumption
will be derived from nuclear power (2008: 32%), 18-25% from renewable and secondary energy
sources, 5-15% from natural gas and 15-25% from brown and black coal. The policy also envisages
that new coal-fuelled energy sources would only be permitted to produce combined heat and power.
By the increasing nuclear power and the increasing use of renewable and secondary power, there
will be less heat available from CHP plants (gas or coal). The average age of the Czech coal fired
power plants is 50 years, many plants are in need of refurbishment. The average efficiency of coal
fired power plants in the Czech Republic is among the lowest in IEA countries. Efficiency
improvements and timely and effective replacement of coal fired plants that are retired will be
essential for maintaining energy efficiency as desired by the government.
The energy intensity of the Czech republic is higher than the average among all IEA countries, but is
declining more rapidly than the average decline among all IEA member countries. Next to this, the
current policy encourages energy efficient buildings and is only allowing new constructions to be
passive energy buildings after 2020. Because the buildings will become more energy efficient in
future, the total heat demand will decrease.
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In conclusion, the total heat demand of the built environment will decrease in future because of
energy efficiency measures. Because of the increasing nuclear plants, and the decreasing use of coal
and gas, there will be less heat production in CHP plants. Another trend is that more customers are
disconnecting from the heating grid, and installing individual solutions like gas boilers and heat
pumps. Furthermore in the Czech Republic district cooling is growing as well. Currently 191 TJ of
cooling is sold in the Czech Republic.
According to the Report on progress in the promotion and use of energy from renewable sources in
the Czech Republic (2013), the actual share in consumption of deep geothermal H&C is 0 and the
forecast is to have only 15 ktoe in 2020 26 . However, for many years several installations were
running, such as the spas in Karlovy Vary & Marianske Lazne; producing 2.15 ktoe in 2010.
There is geothermal potential, if the first installations are deemed successful, more plants will be
installed.
To have a sound business case in future, district heating companies will have to produce and
distribute their heat in a more efficient manner. A smart energy management system (controller)
can help to do this. By reducing peak loads, gas use can be minimized.
Next to this, other heat sources will be needed like geothermal heat, sustainable sources (solar) and
residual waste. By using more of these decentral energy sources, smart energy control is needed to
balance supply and demand.
Remote monitoring is already used in the DHC grid of Prague. To keep up with the completion of
heat pumps and gas boilers the district heating companies will have to deliver energy security and a
good price. Next to this, the companies can relieve their customers by supplying services like
maintenance, and advice on energy efficiency in their building.

26

GeoDH Geothermal District Heating potential in Europe: http://geodh.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/GeoDH-Report-D2.2-final.pdf
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3.2.3 Poland Annex IV
Poland has an area of 311.888 square kilometers and a population of 38.533 million (2014). The
capital and largest city of the country is Warsaw. Politically Poland is a parliamentary republic and a
unitary state, divided into 16 administrative regions. Poland is a member of many international
organizations including the European Union, the United Nations, NATO, the WTO and the OECD.
Poland has 38.533.000 (2014) inhabitants.
In this report an overview is given of the energy situation in Poland, and there is an in depth desk
research done about the District heating company Miejskie Przedsiębiorstwo Energetyki Cieplnej.
This study is added as annex IV to the main report.
An important characteristic of Poland is the significance of district heating, similarly to most other
countries of the former Socialist block. Poland has some of the largest district heating networks in
Europe. The percentage of inhabitants in Poland, served with district heating is 53% (20,4 million
citizens). Poland has 20.159 km of district heating grids which are owned by over 460 licensed
enterprises. Installed heat generation capacity was over 60.000 MWth in 2008. According to a
survey conducted in 2002, 40% of households are heated by district heating, 21% by furnaces, 36%
by individual heating systems and 3% by other sources. According to experts’ more recent
estimates, district heating provides 50% to 60% of residential heat, and up to between 75% and
80% in urban areas.
Geothermal district heating is usually implemented by retrofitting pre-existing systems. However,
the systems are not initially designed and implemented to use geothermal energy. Polish reservoir
conditions give geothermal water temperatures of up to ~85°C while the large district heating
systems are often designed for the typical inlet water temperature of 130 or 110°C with a return
temperature of 90°C (sometimes 70°C). Whilst heating systems in older buildings are designed for
parameters 90/70°C, while new buildings are increasingly designed to operate heating installations
at 75/60°C. Because of this, the majority of geothermal heating plants operate in hybrid systems
with peak sources (gas, biomass). In such systems geothermal water at 40–86⁰C is successfully
used for heating purposes. Recently some geoDH plants have started to supply lower temperature
systems, which has resulted in more efficient heat extraction from geothermal water, even at
relatively low temperature (using compressor heat pumps)27.
Because of the local nature of district heating, there is no common district heating market in the
whole country. There are large differences between local district heating markets in terms of
infrastructure ownership and operation, number of connected clients and their density, availability of
various heat sources, competitive pressure from other heat options (such as individual gas boilers)
and other factors. In most cases, district heating enterprises are vertically integrated and have
licences for different activities – heat generation, transmission and/or supply. Coal is the main fuel
used for heat generation (76% in 2008) although its share has been gradually declining over the
last years while the share of biomass has been growing.
Because of Poland’s relatively cold climate, a large share of total energy is used for heating.
According to the latest survey conducted in 2002, heating and hot water account for the majority of
households’ energy use (71% and 15% respectively). The average energy consumption for heating
in Poland’s recent buildings is much lower than in older ones, but still higher than that in some
Western European countries such as Germany or Sweden. The Polish energy policy is aiming at
improving energy efficiency. For 2020 there is a (non-binding) target formulated to reduce the
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energy consumption by 20% of the projected 2020 levels. This will result in a lower heating demand
of the buildings in future.
District heating systems provide a unique opportunity for further development of CHP, as well as for
using heat from various sources like industrial heat waste and heat from incinerators. Only
approximately 60% of the heat in district heating comes from CHP. Therefore, there is potential for
replacing inefficient heat‐only boilers with modern highly efficient cogeneration. However, to fully
exploit the environmental and energy efficiency benefits of co‐generation, the overall system needs
to be much more efficient. This is not always the case in Poland. In general, the plants are old and
inefficient. Heat distribution networks are also very old and heat losses are high. This not only
undermines the overall efficiency of co‐generation, but also drives heat prices up and reduces
service quality, thus decreasing the attractiveness of district heating for end‐users.
The share of renewable energy and waste in Poland’s total primary energy supply (TPES) has
increased steadily over the last years, from 5,1% in 2003 to 7,3% (6,95 Mtoe) in 2009. In 2009,
95,7% of the total renewable energy supply came from biomass and waste, and smaller amounts
came from hydropower (2,9%), wind power (1,3%) geothermal and solar power contributions being
negligible. Biomass supply has been growing at an average rate of 4,5% per year between 1998 and
2009. The government wants to increase the share of renewable energy to 15% of gross final
energy consumption, including an increase in the use of renewable in transport to 10%. This is a
binding policy.
Poland is highly dependent on Russia for energy imports. In 2007, Poland imported 97% of its needs
in oil and 68% of its needs in gas. Over two‐thirds of gas imports and almost all of its crude oil
comes from Russia. Poland is keen to reduce its dependence on Russia and wants to diversify its
energy sources and supply routes. The focus is on maximising the use of existing domestic energy
resources, but coal will remain the main fuel.
To sum up: Poland has an extensive DHC network throughout the country. This provides a unique
opportunity for further development of CHP plants. Making use of industrial heat waste, biomass and
waste as an energy source will make Poland less dependent from energy imports. Next to this, the
average energy consumption for heating buildings will decrease in future because of the energy
efficiency measures. To allow these developments to happen, the overall DHC system must become
more efficient. A smart energy system (controller) will support in doing this. This is also needed to
offer reasonable heat prices and service quality.
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3.2.4 Italy Annex V
Italy, with the exception of the Po plain in the north, is a largely mountainous country and runs from
the Alps to the central Mediterranean Sea. It includes the large islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Elba,
and about 70 smaller ones. Its surface area is 301.300 km² of which 165.200 km² is arable. Italy is
home to almost 59 million inhabitants of whom 22 million are in active employment. Italian is the
official language but there are German-, French- and Slovenian speaking minorities in some regions.
This study, based on the report of the Associazione Italiana riscaldamento urbano (AIRU), is added
as annex V to the main report.
Italian climate varies with elevation and region. The climate of the Po Valley and the Alps is
characterized by cold winters, warm summers, and considerable rain, falling mostly in spring and
autumn, with snow accumulating heavily in the mountains. The climate of the peninsula and of the
islands is Mediterranean, with cool, rainy winters and hot, dry summers. Frosts are rare in the
sheltered western coastal areas, but severe winters are common in the Apennine and Alpine
uplands.
It is not surprisingly that most DH grids in Italy can be found in the northern part of the country.
The development of the Italian District Heating sector is very recent. Since 1972 it has kept an
upward trend, but the share of the people served by District Heating is only 5,6%. Moreover, the
space heated by District Heating is continuously growing, especially in the residential sector.
Since first installations were founded from the 70-ties and the real extension took place from the
nineties up till now one could conclude that the technical state of these installations is in good
shape.
The total figures about DC are not known, unfortunately. The annual sales on DC reaches a level of
366 TJ, the majority (over 87%) for services and other. Surprisingly almost all DC-grids can be
found in northern Italy.
There are 18 geothermal heat plants supplying the local DH network such as in Pomarance
(Tuscany) with the highest installed capacity (21.5 MWth), Santa Fiora (17.2 MWth, Tuscany) and in
Ferrara (14 MWth). Additionally, 15 GeoDH are planned to be built, including the extension of the
system in Milan with an expected capacity of 70 MWth, including from other sources.
Geothermal still has a large untapped potential in Italy. The proportion of Italian population that can
be reached with geothermal district heating (when geothermal heat at 1000m is 60 °C to 100°C) is
around 50%. The area that can be fully covered with geothermal installations includes nuts 3
regions including: Cremona, Mantua, Monza and Brianza, Padua, Rovigo and cities such as Venice,
Milan and Pisa.
The economic situation in Italy is very poor. It’s average annual growth rates lay behind the EU
average. The stagnation in economic growth resulted in a severe rise in public debt. In the Index of
Economic Freedom 2015, the country ranked only 80th in the world, in particular due to the slow
legal system, an excessive taxation, and a strong labour law.
A national legislative framework for District Heating or Cooling does not exist in Italy anymore, due
to the fact there were severe changes in the political climate over the last decade and because of
the economic situation. There were many expectations from the transposition of the Efficiency
Energy Directive; however the role of District Heating and Cooling in the Italian law is very limited.
In the past, several regions promoted the development of District Heating networks while also
providing significant capital contributions; however, this support no longer exists.
In the last decade, Italy has become one of the world's largest producers of renewable energy
(hydro, solar, wind, bio-energy and geothermal), ranking as the third largest producer in the
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European Union after Germany and Sweden. The rest of the national demand is covered by fossil
fuels and by imports.
Over the next 10-20 years, the following developments are expected which could have significant
impact on the drivers to expand district heating and cooling systems:
 The exploitation of geothermal energy, widely available in Italy, especially for direct use in
medium/low temperature systems;
 The development of Waste-to-Energy plants for heat recovery;
 The exploitation of solar energy;
 The development of heat pumps, especially using sea water, consistent with the price of
electricity.
Throughout the years, many Italians consider that District Heating or cooling is an old technology
and that individual installations are better. Many Italian environmental associations believe that
District Heating or cooling is a system that does not reduce the environmental impact, costs more
and does not allow freedom of choice.
Hence, still a great effort is needed to feed the systems with renewable fuels, making use of waste
heat and cooling, to increase the efficiency of existing systems and, above all, to find new healthy
business cases making the violated trust to be recovered.
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3.2.5 The Netherlands Annex VI
Located at the delta of the rivers Rhine, IJssel and Meuse, the Netherlands is a densely populated
country on low lands, with 16.8 million inhabitants living on a surface of 41 500 square kilometres,
out of which 20% is located below and 50% less than one metre above sea level. While the north
around Groningen is less populated, the overall population density is high (403.9 inhabitants per
square kilometre), notably in the western parts of the country, around the Randstad area with the
cities of The Hague, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Utrecht. Despite the overall decrease in population
growth (0.3% in 2012 versus 1.5% in 1990), the number of households and single-person homes is
increasing, which results in higher infrastructure and housing needs .
In this research several interviews were held in May and June 2015. One interview was held with
Edwin Zijlstra of the Energy department of the province of Limburg. There were two interviews held
with people that work at Mijnwater: René Verhoeven (Cluster manager) and Louis Hiddes (Director).
These interviews have been incorporated in this report. Furthermore there were investigations on
the DH networks of Thermosae Maastricht, Smart Grid TU Delft and Smart thermal Grid B3-hoek.
In addition, literature is used in a desk research.
District Heating and Cooling can make a significant contribution to energy efficiency in the
Netherlands. Although, only 4% of citizens is provided by district heating at the moment, so the
potential for improvement in energy efficiency is still very large.
There also is potential for a further role of renewables in district heating, as the source of natural
gas (gas with low calorific value from Groningen) will be depleted in the coming decade.
In the Netherlands, there are already 8 geothermal heat plans supplying the local DH network with
installed capacity below 11 MWth. The new plants are planned to be located in Agriport A7, in
Heemskerk, in Venlo/Grubbenvorst and in Brielle, with an expected capacity of 17.4 MWth.
Many parts of the territory in the Netherlands are suitable for geothermal district heating and the
infrastructure seems to be well developed. The proportion of Dutch population that can be reached
with geothermal district heating is around 30-90%28.
But DHC companies are looking at different solutions to keep a sound business case in future.
First, companies are introducing energy management devices which that will make the energy
production and distribution more energy efficient and will reduce costs. Peak shaving is an important
issue with the companies. This can be done by energy management: balancing supply and demand
and accumulation of heat and cold. As a result less fossil fuels or (expensive bio oil) is needed.
Weather forecast and on the long term energy prices are important input for the controller.
Secondly, DHC companies, together with their customers, are looking how to make their heating
system in the building more efficient, and how user behaviour can be adapted to become more
energy efficient. As a result there will be lower return temperatures, and with the same flow the
company can take more customers. Insight of the energy profile of the customer or building is
needed to optimize this.
Another way of making district heating districts more energy and cost efficient is by exchanging
energy between different heating districts also allowing buildings to deliver waste heat to the district
heating network, or making exchange of heat and cold possible between customers. Mijnwater is a
European front runner in this area.

28
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Also lowering the temperatures in DH grids will become more important in future to make heat
exchange from buildings possible and to reduce energy losses in the grids. This makes it also
possible to have more customers with the same amount of produced energy. The Mijnwater system
already works with low temperatures.
With a smart energy management system problems in the grid can be solved more automatically
and less manual. This offers a more secure supply in the grid.
In future more and more hybrid solutions will be used as energy source in the grid. Also decentral
solutions like heat pumps in buildings combined with the DHC grid, but also other solutions. The
controller must balance these different energy suppliers.
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4 TYPOLOGY
4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
45% of total energy-consumption is necessary for
heating, 20% for electricity and 26% for
transport. The residual 9% is for non-energy use
(see graph 12).
From only 20 out of 28 EU member states data
on energy-use is known. The energy production
for district heating purposes in these 20 EU
member-states amounts to a total of 2.131 PJ/y.
Compared to the amount of energy sold (1.509
PJ/y) this would mean 29.2% of energy-loss
during production, transportation and nonaccounted consumption! However, exact figures
are not known since they were not requested in
Graph 9 : share of total energy-consumption
the ‘Country by country survey’.
1.461 PJ/y (68.5%) of the total production is
generated with fossil fuels; only 671 PJ (31.5%) consists of renewable energy. 65% (1.386 PJ/y) of
the total amount of power generated is
submitted by combined heat and
power plants (CHP-plants), see table 1.
The remaining 75 PJ/y is directly
generated out of fossil fuels.
Energy production, especially out of
fossil fuels, leads to CO2-emission.
There were only 11 countries within
the ‘country by country’-study that
produced figures of the emission of
CO2 (see graph 13). The emissionfigures vary quite significantly (2.55
t/TJ Denmark to 103 t/TJ Poland).
There are no suitable explanations for
this huge variation, other than that
Graph 10 : average CO2-emission per country
CO2 emissions from the heating sector
in Poland are high because of the predominant use of coal.
The fact that 65% of the required energy for district heating comes from CHP-plants (in most cases,
power stations) leads to energy savings. The fact however that only 31.5% of the desired power is
generated from renewable sources indicates that the total system is not yet sustainable.
If EU countries really want to make steps in reducing the emission of greenhouse gases than it is
necessary to reduce the use of fossil fuels. On the one hand by reducing energy consumption (for
example, by better insulation) on the other, by much greater use of renewable energy sources and
buffering by using existing energy.
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4.2 EXTERNAL FACTORS
In the Country by Country survey of Euro heat and Power information from 20 out of 28 EU member
states is available. Information is missing from: Belgium, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg,
Malta, Portugal and Spain. In the following chapters only the situation in EU countries will be
described and analysed.

4.2.1 Legislative framework supporting DHC29
4 member states appear to have no direct legislation on implementing DHC-systems, while another
6 countries have indirect laws or
regulations.
L
G/L
G
Six countries lack an energy
+
+/strategy while in 8 other
energy strategy
8
6
6
countries the strategy is
legislation
12
4
4
intertwined in legislation.

state owned companies or liberalized market
Table 10: Legislative framework
(L=liberalised; G= Governmental)

12

4

supporting

4

DHC

in

EU

In the majority of the EUcountries the DHC-market is
liberalised; in 4 countries (out of
Eastern regions) the DH

companies are still state owned.

4.2.2 Existing driving forces

excisting driving forces
State aid
stimulating CHP
regulations for new buildings

+
6
12
9

+/5
6

14
3
5

Table 11 : Existing driving forces implementing DHC in EU

Only 6 countries offer financial
support for the implementation
of DHC-systems. In 17 countries
the implementation of CHP is
promoted or stimulated with the
intention to maximize the use of
in particular residual heat

Almost all countries have in one way or another guidelines for the insulation value and energy
consumption for new buildings.

4.2.3 Existing barriers
A great deal of the EU countries
are facing severe problems in
5
implementing or extending DHC
7
networks.
11
The competition with other low1
priced energy sources is quite
8
violently while, especially when
Table 12 : existing barriers implementing DHC in EU
existing systems have to be
renovated, the investment costs
are very high. In addition, only in few EU member states financial support is provided to the (mostly
privatised) energy companies. Above that there is uncertainty about the already decreasing trend in
excisting barriers
Competition with other energy sources
high investment costs
future energy savings
lack of planning/legal security
sufficient stimulation

29

yes
13
11
7
12
5

yes/no

no
2
2
2
7
7

Source : ‘Country by country 2015 survey’, Euroheat & Power
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the heat demand of homes (by energy-saving measures). In general there is a lack of sufficient
incentives in the EU countries, a sound planning and legal embedding for DHC systems.

4.3 ECONOMIC ASPECTS
4.3.1 General background
The euro area economies appear to be turning
the corner towards slow recovery against
improving confidence, fiscal and current account
imbalances and competitiveness in many
vulnerable countries. However, weak private
sector balance sheets still bear on growth and
employment creation. With inflation rates
substantially below the ECB’s objective and
output below its potential, monetary policy should
remain accommodative for an extended period of
time. However, to bring debt to more prudent
levels, fiscal consolidation needs to continue,
although its composition should be better geared
Graph 12 : GDP/person in EU sorted by region
in favour of inclusive growth and employment.
Structural reforms can put the rebalancing process on a more sustainable footing30.
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (see
annex 3)31 figures are prepared by various
organizations, including the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. In determining GDP
figures, Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)-calculations
are taken into account.
As estimates and assumptions have to be made,
the results produced by different organizations for
the same country are not hard facts and tend to
differ so they should be used with caution.
The figures suggest that especially in the Central
Graph 11 : annual DH sales in TJ sorted by
and Eastern European countries life standards are
region
rather low compared to other European member
states. With that in mind conclusion can be drawn
that in these countries investment opportunities for renovation or expansion of existing systems will
be limited.

4.3.2 Financial aspects
4.3.2.1 District heating
Total District Heating sales are a good indicator of the size and significance of the sector in a given
country. In combination with the average District Heating price, it is possible to determine an
indicative District Heating sales turnover, which can provide information about the economic
significance of the sector. However, District Heating sales are not useful as a way to calculate
30
31

Source : http://www.oecd.org/eco/surveys/economic-survey-euro-area.htm
Source: www.economist.com; original data from Eurostat
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growth in the sector and can be misleading because of the changing energy requirements of District
Heating customers. As building standards improve and many buildings connected to District Heating
are refurbished, the energy use of buildings is declining. Lower thermal demand has a negative
effect on the total District Heating sales even though the number of customers connected stays the
same or increases. As a result, overall District Heating sales may be falling despite the fact that new
customers are actually being continuously connected to the network. On the other hand, demand for
hot water increases in markets where boilers traditionally used for hot water preparation are being
replaced with District Heating. Additionally, the increase in Europe’s building stock compensates
somewhat for the falling demand for heat from individual buildings.
Heating represents the largest proportion of
energy use as supplied to consumers across
all end energy uses worldwide. In 2010,
heating represented 45% of ﬁnal energy
consumption, compared with 20% for
electricity, 26% for transport; and 9% for
“non-energy use”. Oil, coal and gas account
for more than two-thirds of the fuel used in
meeting this signiﬁcant demand for heat.
Because heating accounts for such a large
share of the world's ﬁnal energy
consumption, its financial aspects are of
signiﬁcant importance.
In the 20 EU-countries investigated the total
sells on heating was accounted for
1,509,179 TJ/y. Based upon the share of
inhabitants that at the moment are provided by a DH-system (16.9% in average), the total heat
demand for these European countries could be determined to 8,524,326 TJ/y. Calculated for the
entire European member states (including the 8 member states that were not in the ‘country by
country’ survey) the total heat demand would add up to approximately 9,577,894 TJ/y. The average
selling price for district heating varies from €13,87 in the Central region to €21,96 in the western
region of the EU. Bulgaria, Poland and Slovenia have the lowest selling prices for heating energy.
Graph 13 : average price for DH [€/GJ] sorted by
region

District Heating sales turnover, which is a combination of District Heating sales and the average
District Heating price, could only be calculated where data was available in the countries covered by
the “District heating and cooling: Country by country 2015 survey”. It should be noted that this
indicator is to be distinguished from the total turnover of the District Heating and Cooling sector as it
provides simplified information only on the heat sold. An indicator for the general turnover of the
District Heating sector would in addition need to consider the entire infrastructure (e.g. pipes or
substations) as well as other costs.
In general, the District Heating sales turnover in 2013 increased significantly in comparison to 2009
in most European countries for which data was available, with the highest values being recorded in
Germany (5,701 million Euro, +6%), Poland (3,083 million Euro, +18%), and Denmark (2,945
million Euro, +18%).

4.3.2.2 District cooling
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Annual sales on DC add up to a figure of 8,8 PJ/y32, of which 51% for residential cooling, 10%
industrial and 39% services and
other. There are only a few countries
that have significant cooling sales
such as France and Sweden (see
graph 14).

4.3.2.3 Investments
There were only a few countries that
had specified investments for the
construction and maintenance of the
facilities so that no reliable figures
could be derived for total EU member
states.
Graph 14 : sales on DC [TJ/y] in European region

4.4 TECHNICAL ASPECTS
4.4.1 Open or closed systems
In general it can be stated that all DH-systems in Europe can be classified as closed systems. A
good example for a closed system is a central heating system in a building but in DHC-terms: also
the minewatersystem of Mijnwater B.V. in The Netherlands.
Most DC systems are open systems because of the fact these systems use surface water for cooling
purposes. Only if the coolant continues to stay in the system and the energy is exchanged over
energy-changers then one speaks about a closed system (see: http://www.mijnwater.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/COST-WG1-Smart_Energy_Regions-The-Netherlands-Minewater-ProjectHeerlen-page-196-tm-207.pdf).

4.4.2 Temperature regimes
Given the fact that the majority of heat sources origin from the burning of fossil fuels (temperatures
>1000°C) the central heating systems, even if they are fed out of CHP plants, will operate at high
temperatures (70-90°C and higher) as well. There are only a few low temperature systems known
for DH; a good example is the low temperature minewatersystem of Mijnwater B.V. In Heerlen, The
Netherlands. + in Denmark.
The majority of DC-systems will operate at low temperatures given the fact that in most cases
surface water is used as a coolant. Temperatures may vary between 5 and 23°C.

4.4.3 The system as a whole
In general, technical installations of DHC-systems contain of generating installation, pumps, valves
and fittings, piping, and energy-exchange units. The weakest link determines the quality of the
whole.
In detail there is not much known about the quality of the DHC systems in Europe. In general, the
following can be noted:
32

Source: country by country survey, Euroheat & Power
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The total length for DHC-systems in EU-member states adds up to 149.820 kilometre (for district
heating and district cooling; one way). Graph 18 gives an indication of the trench-length per citizen
served per country (reference ?). The
shortest lengths per citizen served can be
found in densely populated areas; Denmark,
Finland and Sweden did big efforts to connect
residents outside the densely populated areas
in order to achieve 63% of coverage. In the
upcoming market The Netherlands must deal
with relatively long trench lengths per citizen,
thus high investments.
District Heating in Europe varies from mature
markets to relatively new markets with high
potential for future growth. In general, the
Nordic markets are considered to be the most
mature with modern energy infrastructure
Graph 15 : trench length per citizen served
increasingly making use of renewable energy
sources. The Central and Eastern European
markets are also well established with high market share but equally high need for renovation.
Finally, the Western European markets, where District Heating has been historically less present,
register the strongest growth each year and have the biggest potential for future development.

4.4.3.1 Pipe material
In general the pipe material used for district heating will contain of (pre)insulated steel pipes. In
order to be aware of possible leakages it is important that these grids are equipped with a leak
detection system.
For DC-systems often other materials, such as PVC, concrete or PE, may be used due to the fact
that temperatures are normally tempered.
Mijnwater B.V. uses for her minewatersystem preinsulated steel pipes, as well for heating as for
cooling purposes. Operating with low temperatures (base temperature 28°C for heating and 16°C
for cooling) it is very important that there is very little energy-loss during distribution.

4.5 BUSINESS MODELS
4.5.1 Canvas Model33
The Canvas Model is the most general business model for DHC-enterprises, especially for companies
based on geothermal DHC. The model consists of 9 so called building blocks.
1. Customer Segments
The Customer Segments can be any heat consumer, generally speaking. The heat consumer
varies in type of ownership, size and heat consumption.
2. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition building block describes the bundle of products and services that creates
value for a specific customer segment.
3. Channels

33

BUSINESS MODELS ON GEOTHERMAL DH SYSTEMS, GeoDH
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The Channels building block describes the different ways a company communicates with and
reaches its Customer Segments to deliver value proposition.
4. Customer Relationship

Figure 4: Canvas Business Model (Osterwalder & Pigneur)

5.
6.
7.
8.

This block describes the types of relationships a company establishes with specific customer
segments.
Revenue Streams
The revenue streams building block describes the cash a company generates from each
Customer Segment.
Key Resources
The key resources building block describes the most important issues for making the business
model work.
Key Activities
The key activities building block is related to the most important activities a company must
execute in order to make the business model work.
Key Partnerships
Establishment of partnerships has become an important factor in most successful business
models. Key partnerships are advantageous in relation to optimizing allocation of resources,
reduction of risk and uncertainty.
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9.

Cost Structure
The cost structure describes all cost incurred to operate a business model in relation to creating
and delivering value, maintaining customer relationships and thereby generating revenue.

4.5.2 ESCO34
An extended business model for optimisation of energy consumption, increasing value for the
customer and improve the economic logic is known
as ESCO. The ESCO business model is based on an
energy saving principle where a part of the
payment consists of the savings and their
relatively value.
Generally, there are three frequently used
financing models:
 public investment undertaken by the local or
regional authority (usually at municipal level),
mainly developed in Austria, Germany, and
Denmark;
 private sector investment which in turn is
granted the opportunity to sell the heat directly
to the grid-connected subscribers over long
duration (20 to 30 years contracts), today used
in France and the UK, among others;
 a ‘mixed’ solution, which entails the creation of Figure 5 : ESCO, ‘chauffage’ financial model
companies dedicated to the development with
capital investment shared by both public and private entities, gaining popularity in several
European countries.
The ESCO business model creates added value by creating energy savings and lower energy
consumption and a documented renewable energy production. These are both valuable elements
that increase the profitability of the business model. Imagine a DH company eager to decarbonise its
heat supply in close cooperation with a ESCO partner. They thereby can combine sustainable heat
supply, possibly with use of green labels, and energy saving services consequently to widen the
scope of their business activities and market attractiveness and hence reducing the impact of the
inevitable reduction in energy consumption, which again will save them money on CO2 taxes/get
money in the carbon-energy-efficiency obligations markets.

4.5.3 Pricing Model
In a study done in cooperation between Mälardalens University (Västerås, Sweden), Shandong
University (Jinan, China) and China University of Petroleum (Beijing, China) a classification method
was developed based on the pricing method conducted by a DH network.
Due to the natural monopoly in which they operate, DHC companies dominate heat pricing which is
compounded by the low price elasticity in the heat market. In general, there are two basic types of
heating markets, regulated and deregulated, which use the cost-plus method and the marginal-cost
method for heat pricing respectively. For the cost-plus method, the heat price is calculated as the
sum of the allowed cost which has to be recovered, and the reasonable proﬁt to be earned by the
DHC enterprises; while for the marginal cost, the price is calculated as the cost of a one-unit
increase in DHC generation.

34

IFC ENERGY SERVICE COMPANY MARKET ANALYSIS; www.ifc.org
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The marginal cost of heat is affected by many factors including: fuel cost, the allocation of joint
costs, price of electricity, period term etc., all of which contribute to a complicated process for its
calculation. Therefore, in practice, the calculation has been simpliﬁed by dividing the cost into two
parts: the ﬁxed charge and the variable charge, which can also reduce the ﬁnancial risk related to
investment and operation.
As the marginal-cost method reﬂects the scarcity of resources in society, it is considered the best
means for optimal resource allocation, which could be the basis of the pricing models for future DHC
systems. Currently, the external costs involved in DHC pricing mainly include environmental
pollutants such as CO2 and SOX. In order to enhance the sustainability of DHC, other factors such as
using waste as the fuel for DH and associated impacts may also need to be considered. In addition,
based on the development of smart heat metering, metering-based real-time pricing mechanisms
that engage consumers on the demand side can improve the transparency in DHC pricing and
promote sustainable development of DHC, and thus having gained an increasing amount of interest.

4.6 CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR DHC-SYSTEMS
4.6.1 Introduction
District heating traces its roots as far back as the popular hot water-heated baths and greenhouses
of ancient Rome. District heating is an energy service based on moving heat from available heat
sources to immediate use directly by customers. It was introduced commercially in the United states
in the late nineteenth century and in Europe in the early twentieth century. Similar district cooling
systems emerged in the 1960s in both the United States and Europe.
The first generation district heating systems were based on the distribution of steam, sometimes
combined with a returning condensate pipe. Some of them are still in use (Denver, United States).
The second generation of district heating systems was based on transportation of hot water in ducts,
with in-fill material such as cellular concrete, granular materials or bituminous substance as
insulating material.
The third generation is considered to consist of direct buried insulated pipes, consisting of an outer
and an inner pipe. At first the outer pipes were constructed of asbestos cement with a polyurethane
foam as insulation around the steel carrier pipe. Sometimes steel in steel pipes with mineral wool
insulation were used in special circumstances. Nowadays however plastic jacked pipes are
commonly used in the field of district heating and cooling.
With regard to the legislative history the vast majority of DH systems are based on the transport
and delivery of central generated heat to customers in the area. Today in Europe, hot water
distribution is dominant over steam distribution, especially because of the implementation of
combined heat and power (CHP; use of residual heat from power plants). The early Soviet projects
in the former USSR (1920s) provide the foundation for all district heating systems based upon CHP
in the former planned economies of central and eastern Europe. Most of these systems were based
on quantity given the high penetration grade in largely populated cities; at the other hand less on
quality with high refurbishing needs as a result.
In the past, for the generation of energy, locally available raw materials, such as coal, petroleum
products and natural gas were used, resulting in a significant emission of CO 2. In some former Eastbloc countries this is still the case. With increasing sustainability awareness and implementing CO 2reducing measures in legislation more and more sustainable sources such as waste heat,
combustible renewables, geothermal energy and solar energy are introduced.
In most commonly used DH-systems supply temperatures vary between 110-80°C (with a yearly
average between 69-34°C; Sweden) and returning temperatures with a variation between 60-
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40°C 35 . The difference between supply and returning temperatures consists of sold energy and
transmission and distribution losses. Transmission losses are mainly caused by temperature
differences between the transported medium and the surrounding base, the residence time in the
network and the degree of insulation of the pipe system. Short circuit flows and errors in customer’s
heating systems or substations are the main causes for distribution losses.

4.6.2 Additional inventory
In order to gain more insight in the wide applicability of the controller, additional information about
control strategies of the DHC-companies that were interviewed for WP1.1 was needed. The
companies were contacted with the request to answer the following questions.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is the energy-system that is exploited by your company used for heating, cooling or both?
What kind of resource(s) are used to supply your district heating and/or cooling system (for instance: fuels for
energy-production, electricity for pumping-energy)?
Is the energy for this resource:
a.
-directly from renewable energy (for example, biomass, geothermal energy, solar energy, etc.)?; in % of total
b.
-directly from fossil fuel?; in % of total
c.
-indirect from fossil fuel (for example, waste heat from a coal or oil plant)?; in % of total
At what temperature level(s) the system is adept (supply/return; summer/winter)?
Which control strategy is used; in other words: how the system knows what amount of energy must be supplied (for
instance: outside temperature-control, measurement of fluctuations in return temperature, information from BMS)?
Which (digital) management system is used for the management and control of the energy system (and if applicable,
what brand [version/type]); what are the key performance indicators?
What is the content (m3) of the total transportation and distribution system?
Are there any buffers (energy storage) in the system installed and if so, what kind of (surface, underground), what
content (m3) and temperature level (s)
Please add some extra information if you find it interesting and necessary

The available additional information is summarized in table 3. Unfortunately, not all requested
information is available (either because of confidentiality or because it is unknown). The cells
regarding unavailable information remain blank in the table. The numbers and text in the uppermost
row refer to the questions above.
For additional information about the interviewed companies see D1.1 annex II August 2015
As can be inferred from the additional information obtained the lion's share of the systems is only
used for heating purposes. Most of the systems use waste heat of CHP-plants as an energy source,
however, still by widely using fossil energy. The share of renewable energy of these companies is
still very marginal.
Mijnwater B.V. from Heerlen (Netherlands) is the only company interviewed which uses geothermal
energy as a base for heating and cooling. Above that as much as possible energy is exchanged
between buildings. The energy needed to control transportation- and heat pumps comes from the
electricity grid or is generated by PV panels. Mijnwater B.V. is working on the implementation of
large thermal storage tanks at cluster level.

35

: District heating and cooling, Svend Frederiksen, Sven Werner 2013
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4.
temperature level

90/50°C

CHP and residual heat
unknown.
from paper factory

Heating & Cooling

Heating

Heating

Thermosae (NL)

TU Delft (NL)

B3 Hoek (NL)

Heating

Heating & Cooling

Heating

Karlshamn Energi (SE)

Mijnwater BV (NL)

Warsaw DH system

CHP (natural and
biogas)

CHP (coal, oil, waste
heat)

- Geothermal
- energy re-usage
- electricity

a. (waste inceneration
plan)
b. (coal and oil boilers)
c. (coal-CHP)
% unknown

To be developed

-

Cutting load at
customer side
NODA system

high: 114-54
low: 68-38

advanced statistical
model (historical data,
weather forecast etc)
for load forecasting
and setting
temperatures
outside temperatures,
numerous measured
values for setting
controllers

KPI's: heat losses,
water leakage, return
temperature etc

Wizcon, ESRI+Oracle
(GIS); Kommedia
(billing); TERMIS,
MAXIMO (IBM)

depending on dominant
building: temperature
source: minewater: 28/16°C
Priva Top Control
cluster: demand
wasteheat/biomass/solar in
(version 6.6)
backbone: pressure
clustergrids: 50-16/50-30°C

-

Biogas, waste heat and
natural gas. Percentages
unknown

CHP (natural gas)

a .5% (biofuel)
b. 4% (oil)
c. 91% (residual heat)
heat:
- 60% geothermal
- 15% reuse/wasteheat
- 15% electricity (partly
out of PV)
- 10% gas
cold:
- 80% geothermal
- 20% electricity (partly
out of PV)

Currently only natural gas
130/80°C (in the future
and waste heat.
towards 80/50°C)
Percentage unknown

Residual heat from
paper mill (biofuel,
fossil fuel)

To be developed

-

SNMP * (B&B
Electronics)

6.
management system

Simulation of heat
demand in the grid, to
LEA and WANDA*
manage demand and
supply
Controlled by Eneco,
analysis of heat
AgroEnergy and
Medium temperature range demand and weather
WANDA
forecast. 1 day ahead
prediction
no information received

-

a.0%
Fossil (coal, oil & gas) b.97%
c.3%

Heating

VEAB heat Tech AB (SE)

5.
control strategy

a.0%
Remote monitoring
b.93% (20% gas, 73% coal) 540°C (steam temperature)
(SCADA system) *
c.7%

3.
direct or indirect out of fossil
fuels

MPEC S.A. (PL)

2.
energy source

CHP (coal)

1.
heating and/or cooling

Prazska Teplarenska (CZ) Heating

DHC company

140.000 m3

754 m3

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.
content of total system

(1)

- diverse customer
buffers; largest 72 m3
- large clusterbuffer
18.000 m3 planned
- minewater reservoir
>2.300.000 m3

(1)= See D1.1 annex II August 2015

Largest DH system in
EU; 5 heat sources
exploited by Veolia.
Large investments are
1 storage tank of
carried out in
30.000 m3 (97-45°C)
modernising network,
located above ground development of
surface
telemetry systems
and innovations of
control, operational
optimization and
modelling

(1)

(1)

(1)

Thermosae is not yet
running. There are
plans for expansion in
the future (1)

(1)

(1)

9.
additional information

No

Yes, total m3
unknown. Greeneries
with own storage

Not in the thermal
grid.

Not yet

No

No

8.
installed buffers
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Table 3: overview additional information interviewed companies
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Conclusion can be drawn that the majority of the DHC-systems in the EU are traditional in scope
(see figure 6). In these systems, by means of high temperature combustion of fossil fuels (up to
800-1200°C), energy is generated to provide the built environment with temperatures of 35-40°C
for space heating and 65°C for domestic hot water preparation.

Figure 6: traditional and 3th generation DHC-system

The main elements of such systems are power generation, transport and delivery to the customers.
Despite energy generation may come from multiple power plants (for instance the Hamburg
(Germany) district heating system), energy is delivered under the same specifications to the specific
distribution system. The control-strategy of such systems must be focused on generating and
transporting energy as efficiently as possible with minimal energy losses and low maintenance costs.
Due to sustainability measures imposed by Governments, especially in energy production the urge
for sustainable energy can be noticed.
In future, main driving forces of modernized DHC systems are found in synergies resulting from
connecting local demands with the available local heat and cold sources. To avoid transportationlosses, the stimulation of energy exchange between clients must have the highest priority. Energy
exchange will play a bigger part in the future, also since the European Commission in their Energy
Union policy (February 2015) have established Energy-efficiency as an energy source.
In addition, by implementing local buffers, the available energy can be kept as long as possible in
the area for later use. Beside that hybrid energy sources such as solar-, geothermal heat and high
exergy products may be connected to the systems.
The newer systems are characterized by lower temperature levels, more appropriate to the desired
delivery temperatures. By the use of electric-powered heat pumps the use of low temperature
heating and high temperature cooling is not only practical but also economically viable. The more
buildings are suitable for low-temperature applications, the more energy can be supplied to these
buildings in a passive way.

4.6.3 Control strategies
There are several control strategies to be distinguished that may apply to specific DHC systems all
at once, as an assembly of the mentioned strategies or individually. The various strategies are
briefly covered in the following paragraphs. In the images 7 and 8 the main control parameters of
most common and future DHC systems are shown in a schematic way.
Most information in this chapter is gathered from the work ‘District heating and cooling’ of Svend
Frederiksen en Sven Werner36.
36

District heating and cooling, Svend Fredriksen and Sven Werner, 2013
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4.6.3.1 Heat Demand control
All energy flows are caused by energy needs of customer heating systems and substations. The end
user determines the amount of energy to provide, for example by turning on thermostatic radiator
valves, opening manual taps for hot water or putting an industrial process into service. Often the
energy needs of buildings are controlled by indoor and outdoor temperature sensors.

Figure 7: Schematic overview of a traditional DHC-system

4.6.3.2 Flow control
In customer substations flow is controlled by opening or closing the main valve, depending on
energy demand.

4.6.3.3 Differential Pressure Control
In the energy supply unit the pressure of the outgoing and incoming water flow is measured. To
assure that sufficient water is delivered in the periphery of the network in order to meet up the
acquired demand, the differential pressure control sets the pump speed to predetermined levels. If
the transportation and distribution system is widely branched, more differential pressure controllers
may be located in the root entrances of the tree-shaped sections.

4.6.3.4 Supply temperature control
The energy supply unit adds energy to (mixed) return temperatures. The energy provider must
provide proper conditions for energy-delivery by, amongst other activities, implement set-points
values (minimum and increased variable supply temperature) depending on outside temperatures.
More often software is installed with which predictions can be made of future energy demands based
on, for instance, weather forecasts.

4.6.3.5 Grid control:
Besides differential pressure control and supply temperature control there are several supporting
controls that are necessary to maintain the uninterrupted operation of the DHC system, such as:
 Central maximum supply temperature control
o To protect the network from too high temperatures
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Local minimum supply temperature control
o To ensure minimum guaranteed temperatures in the periphery of the network
o By-pass valve to ensure grid water circulation
 Central and local maximum pressure control
o pressure depending on geographic location, pipe material and temperature-differences
 Central and local minimum pressure control
o To assure sufficient pressure in the periphery of the network
o preventing boiling of water due to low pressure (especially in high-temperaturesystems)
In figure 8 a schematic overview of the Heerlen Mijnwater system is showed. The circles in the
figure indicate the different measurements that serve as input for the different control strategies.
The Mijnwater system consists of a geothermal reservoir (formally purely used as a source,
nowadays used as seasonal buffer), a network (so called back bone) between the cluster
installations, the cluster grids (where the customers are connected to) and the energy-installations
with the heat pumps at the customer-premises.

Figure 8: Schematic overview of the Mijnwater system

All installations on each level (customer, cluster, back-bone) are demand driven. The customer
installations are controlled by temperature (return temperature to the cluster grid or supply
temperature to the customer), the cluster installations are controlled by flow (net surplus flow from
the cluster grid) and the mine water wells are controlled by pressure (supply pressure cluster
installations).
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4.6.3.6 Financial driven control strategy
Due to the continuity of the enterprise the most common control strategy for DHC-networks will
therefore mainly be financial driven where the benefits have to be at least equal, if not greater than
the costs. The policy of these companies will be aimed to keep the costs for production (including
purchases and maintenance) and transportation (including pumping costs, maintenance and
distribution losses), as mentioned in the previous chapter, as low as possible.
Of course there are other control strategies (based on supply security or risk-based) to distinguish,
but they are considered to be subordinate to the financially driven control strategy.
3rd generation DHC networks are characterized by a more hybrid structure. In a hybrid DHC
network, in addition to the main source, multiple energy sources for the generation of warmth, cold
and/or electricity which also influence the temperature level in the grid. Higher temperatures due to
for example waste heat improve passive use and/or thermal grid capacity. One of the most
important elements is the energy exchange between customers. Along with cell-balancing the
amount of energy to add to the system will be reduced drastically. With the implementation of
strategic storage not only the peaks and valleys in energy demands are smoothed but transportation
costs will also be reduced.

4.6.3.7 Environmental driven control strategy
With the rising of environmental awareness and the worldwide agreements on reducing greenhouse
gases the pressure to minimize the use of fossil fuels is increasing. This is why more and more
energy producing companies are producing or purchasing renewable energy (1st, 2nd and 3rd
generation biofuels, solar- or geothermal energy). That is why an environmental or energy driven
control strategy may be enhanced to the financial driven control strategy. In practice it appears
however that, where prices of fossil fuels are low, not all DH-companies automatically change to the
deployment of renewable energy.

4.6.4 Conclusion on control strategies
In the foregoing we have defined different types of control strategies; strategies of technical nature
(such as pressure, temperature, flow) as well as financial- and environmental-driven ones. At a
diversity of DHC-networks one or more of the defined control strategies, if not all, will applicable.
This certainly applies to the more traditional networks that constitute by far the largest share in the
total amount of active DHC systems.
As indicated in the explanation of figure 8, in the more modernised DHC systems - such as the
Heerlen Mijnwater-system - the described control strategies will be present too. In future
environmental-oriented control strategies will play a greater role in the DHC-business models,
provided that sustainability measures are adequately supported by national legislation.
To achieve and maintain a healthy energy supply in length of years the financial control strategy will
eventually be and remain the most crucial one.

4.7 ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS
Partly as a result of European regulations many companies in the DHC sector are privatised
enterprises, mostly started from existing energy companies. Not infrequently a portion of the shares
of these companies is in public hands (municipalities, provinces, national authorities). There are only
a few public companies, can be found in the Eastern oriented countries.
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The aim of privatized companies is to gain profit out of their activities, but in the mean time they
still have to take care for a collective public supply. Future changes in the market (decreasing heat
demand per m2 of built environment; increasing demand for cooling) ask for another approach that
not only can be picked up by more efficient existing systems. The financial battle with competitive
cheap fuels must be won in any other way.
Especially in those areas with outdated systems high investments will be necessary for
refurbishment. Not only in these regions but also in newly developing areas it is necessary to focus
on delivering comfort. Precisely in this area will be the challenge for the DHC-companies of the
future with a healthy business case to continue providing this comfort.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
1. At the moment there are over 12.000 DHC grids in the EU, from very small multiple-houses
systems to very large systems in densely populated cities.
2. Coverage of district heating in the EU adds up to only 16,9% of total population in the EU
member states; the coverage of district cooling is only marginal (0,2%). The highest coverage
can be found in the Eastern orientated countries (with old DH-systems) and Denmark (with
newest technology).
3. Still 68,7% of total energy used for district heating origins, directly or indirectly, from fossil
fuels. Most countries encourage the use of waste heat and renewable energy. The share on
renewable sources (mostly biomass installations), geothermal and solar energy is limited.
4. Heat demand of the built environment will decrease in future due to energy saving measures in
buildings and trends in global warming. This means that with the same DHC-systems less energy
can be delivered to citizens.
5. Though there are lots of opportunities to expand the distribution of heating and cooling, existing
companies find other barriers on their way like competition with other (cheaper, mostly fossil)
energy sources, high investment costs but also lack of planning and insufficient stimulation by
governments.
6. Generalizing, there are three important markets in the DHC-field to distinguish: the mature
market (mostly the Northern member states such as (Finland, Sweden, Denmark); the
refurbishment market (mostly the older systems in the former Central European and Eastern
bloc countries) and the Expansion/refurbishment market (primarily in the Western and Southern
EU member states where coverage-level is low).
7. The Canvas Model is the most general business model for DHC-enterprises, depending on the
type of DHC-company totally or partly used. Generally, there are three frequently used financing
(ESCO) models: public; private or mixed. For energy-cost-price calculation the cost-plus method
(regulated market) and the marginal-cost method (deregulated market) are commonly used.
8. There are 5 important control strategies to be determined, such as: technical based strategies
(controlling temperature, pressure, flow), financial based strategies and environmental-based
control strategies. All control strategies may be applicable to the known DHC-systems.
9. In order to create healthy business cases for DHC-systems it is a necessity to switch to totally
different plan of approach:
a) To improve efficiency of existing DHC systems the following measures could be taken:
 Introducing peak-shaving/valley filling by
 Influencing energy-behaviour of buildings
 Buffering
 Making more buildings suitable for low temperature heating and cooling
 Reducing energy loss by implementing better insulation or lowering distribution
temperatures
 Implementing other energy sources to the system such as waste heat, geothermal energy,
biomass installations, solar energy etc. to the DHC-systems.
 Coupling other clusters to existing grids
b) When expanding or refurbishing DHC systems one could think of the following measures:
 Making the new systems suitable for exchanging energy (heat and cold) in a way that the
outcoming flow is usable again for other customers.
 Switch to lower temperatures (less energy loss during distribution)
 Making more buildings suitable for low temperature heating and cooling
 Introduce time (storage-capacity in critical areas of the territory i.e. near important
customers, on cluster-level) and intelligence (prediction of future needs).
 Introduce heat pumps at customers to boost up temperature if necessary. Provide the
electric energy by solar energy.
 Use optimal insulated pipe material
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 Implement several hybrid solutions to the system
10. One way or another: in future the more efficient DHC-grids need an intelligent (STORM)-control
system. The STORM-controller must take account of:
a) The incoming energy out of:
 Production plant
 Hybrid solutions such as:
 Waste heat
 Biomass installation
 Solar energy
 Cooling tower
b) The CO2 produced
c) Storage tanks
d) Influencing multiple customer behaviour depending on:
 Learning from te past
 Predictions
e) Customer’s heat pumps
f) Smart electricity-grid calculating on:
 The energy market for electricity
 Installed PV-installation
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6 RELATION TO OTHER WORK PACKAGES
6.1 INFORMATION OF THE NECESSARY FEATURES OF THE CONTROLLER [WP2]
In particular bullet 8 of the conclusions is the starting point for the preparation of the program of
requirements for the controller. Starting point is that the controller is able to optimally use all of its
assets so that the highest possible efficiency can be achieved.

6.2 INFORMATION FOR SETTING UP A REPLICATION PLAN [WP6]
During the development of the controller we will face unforeseen problems and come up with
intelligent solutions. That is what we call challenges.
We are engaged in the development of something that does not yet exist but what the future of DHC
in Europe drastically can change.
It is therefore important that knowledge on this subject is widely shared. In the context of WP6
courses will be developed, symposia will be held and information will be distributed via the web.
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8.1 ANNEX I: DESK STUDY
Added as separate document
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8.2 ANNEX II: SWEDEN
Added as separate document
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8.3 ANNEX III: CZECH REPUBLIC
Added as separate document
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8.4 ANNEX IV: POLAND
Added as separate document
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8.5 ANNEX V: ITALY
Added as separate document
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8.6 ANNEX VI: NETHERLANDS
Added as separate document
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climate zone
region
number of citizens
citizens served by district heating
percentage of citizens covered
trench lenght (heating and cooling)
trench lenght per citizen served
Total investments
average CO2-emission
total heat demand
heating degree days
installed district heat capacity
number of district heating systems
District heating sales
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km
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share of CHP in district heat production
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energy losses during distribution
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CDD
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number of district cooling systems
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services and other TJ
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Average district cooling price
€/GJ
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M
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1,2
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-
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-

-
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233.712
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22.958
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6.187
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€ 19,10 € 27,90
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39.778
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46%
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-

4,7
4,7
-

MWC
East
1,3
0,8
62%
1.450
1,9

SA
North
5,5
2,7
50%
13.946
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4,4
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3.883
0,9

47,2
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37.170 228.320 1.264.643
4.581
5.000
2.690
5
23.270
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290
400
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23.025 114.160
86.112
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11.080
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33.491
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€ 15,40 € 16,30
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7
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8.377
8.057
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3.705
2.394
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8
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2,0
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33.022
3.854
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21.464
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5.566
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€ 16,00
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13.476
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8.7 ANNEX 1: TABLE REGARDING COUNTRY BY COUNTRY SURVEY TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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8.8 ANNEX 2: TABLE REGARDING COUNTRY BY COUNTRY SURVEY GENERAL INFORMATION
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use of local biofuels
driving forces
energy strategy
stimulating CHP
regulations for new buildings
barriers
concurrence with fuel prices
high investment costs
future energy savings obligations
lack of planning and legal security
state aid to end users of traditional energy supply
suffient stimulation

yes

yes

no

no

no
no
yes/no

yes
no
no

no
no
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes/no

yes
no
no

yes
no
no

yes
yes
no
no

yes
no
yes/no

yes
no
yes/no
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